
1: FOOD & WATER 
Use containers that come with lids, the reason being is that if
you don’t have lids whatever is in the bowls will 100% be
outside of them after a couple of hours on the road, so you
would need to pack it away every time you want to go
somewhere. 
Lids make the whole process easier & quicker.

2: LITTER BOX ✨
Enclose the litter box into a piece of furniture, if you can create
a cubby hole underneath the couch, or the bed then that’s your
best options.
By doing so, you won’t have to keep putting away while you
drive, it will reduce the amount of litter your Cat scatters
around & it will keep some of the smell away from your nose. 

Fun Fact: Nala likes to go outside but sometimes the soil is too hard
for her to dig…
So we got a little gardening shovel so we can “pre‑dig” the soil for
her & use plant-based poppy bags to pick her “creation” and dispose
of it appropriately 

3: SCRATCHER 
Your Cat will have a great time scratching trees, wooden poles,
and picnic tables but what about the 8 hours you will spend
sleeping?
The best way to please your Cat without scarifying too much
space is to create a scratcher on a piece of furniture you
already have.

Fun Fact: We Simply covered the table foot with some glue, ran
over a thick rope & that's was a job done! It is now by far the
scratcher Nala has used the most!

4: SLEEPING 
Your Cat might appreciate having one designated bed just for
them instead of sharing your bed all the time.
This one will depend on your Cat’s personality, you could
install a cat hammock on a window or create a cabby hole for
your cat to hide underneath the couch.

Fun Fact: Nala has a Closet fetish, so we got a wicker basket & we
use it for our dirty linen. Nala loves it, the fuller the basket the
better!

Hello, to you fellow explorer!

We are Julie, Daniel & Nala from
@Purrfectbuslife. 

The three of us have been living on the
open roads of Australia in our Vintage
Mazda Bus since October 2020. 

Nala, our rescued Cat was your average
yet content house cat with no prior
training before jumping into buslife with
us & now she is a true explorer!
We document our travels as we love
sharing Nala’s progress & journey from a
skittish shelter cat to the professional
explorer she is now but also to share the
knowledge we learned the hard way
about buslife with a cat in Australia &
encourage all pet owners to be the
responsible kind. 

So, this is why we create Free guides
from hands-on experience for you all to
enjoy!
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5: CLOSE THE DOOR 
It’s time to see how your Cat reacts once locked in the carrier.
Again, use the positive reinforcement technique & reward your
Cat each time for being cooperative.
Start by closing the door for a small amount of time & slowly
increase the duration over time.

6: LET'S MOVE AROUND  
Once your cat is comfortable in the carrier start carrying them
around in it.
This will help them get used to the motion of being moved.
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